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The EFI VUTEk HS125 Pro accelerates your business
with the lowest TCO and high throughput.
TM

®

True production-level throughput for expanded capacity.
The VUTEk HS125 Pro is the perfect super high-speed UV ﬂatbed
printer for high-volume graphic producers looking to accelerate
their digital business.
At a glance
• Up to 125 boards/hour in Production
Quality mode, or 90 boards/hour in
POP Quality mode
• Lowest Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO) in its class
• Eight channels, including two white,
and inline multilayer printing
• Optional orange and clear inks
available in place of white channels
• Produces high-quality graphics with
resolutions of true 600 or 1000 dpi
and grayscale print capability
• Versatile 3.2-meter hybrid flatbed/
roll-fed printer prints on rigid and
flexible materials up to 2 inches
(5.08 cm) thick
• Pin & Cure imaging technology for
high-quality reproduction
• Variable gloss modes without a
reduction in productivity

• Standard multi-queue on-demand
functionality for multi-job printing
• Fiery proServer Premium with Fiery
XF Production RIP and color
management workflow
®

• Media handling options to meet any
business need — from three-quarter
and fully automated loading and
unloading to elevated and super
duty winders
• Bidirectional communication
capability between the Fiery XF
RIP and printer increases workflow
eﬃciencies, job data collection, and
enables seamless integration with EFI
Web-to-Print and MIS/ERP solutions
with native JDF connectivity
• Enhanced Service Program (ESP)
warranty for your printer,
Fiery proServer hardware,
and Fiery XF software

A race to turn every graphic into a
competitive edge
The race begins when tiny drops of ink are deposited
onto a substrate. Those dots are aﬀected by a number
of factors and change in diameter and shape. That’s
called dot gain and it’s hard to control. It can aﬀect print
quality, color matching, gloss level and ink yield. With
EFI’s Pin & Cure technology, there is a way to win the
race that takes place in between jetting and curing.

Pin it precisely, then cure it reliably
High-performance LED lamps freeze the droplet
exactly where you want it. That’s known as pinning.
The instant on/oﬀ nature of the LED lamps lets
you adjust for more or less dot gain. This precise
ink laydown let’s you achieve variable gloss finishes,
greater color density and gamut for better PMS color
matching, and fewer artifacts. Final curing comes at
the end of the process with the mercury arc lamps.

Get more control and outstanding image
quality with every drop:
•

Continuous-tone images benefit from smoother
transitions in color

•

Superb matte, semi matte or high-gloss finishes

•

Thinner ink film gives the finished graphic a
lithographic look and feel

•

Higher apparent resolution with every output,
adding to your capabilities to produce closely
viewed, high-margin graphics

